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1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Document
This document presents a part of the work conducted in task T4.3 “Optimisation strategy and evaluation
procedure” of work package WP4 “Consolidated Simulation Approach & Evaluation Criteria” of the SmILES
project.
The challenges and obstacles encountered in energy-related research are very diverse. As a result, an
equally diverse ecosystem of modelling paradigms and toolchains has been developed over time to
successfully cope with these challenges and obstacles. However, in the past only very few attempts have
been made to bridge the semantic and methodological gaps between these different approaches, even
though the combination of these approaches has great potential to create added value through unlocking
synergies. Within this context, one of the main goals of the SmILES project is to combine the modelling
and simulation expertise of the research partners in a systematic way. To this end, the PreCISE approach
has been developed, which enables the sharing of information related to simulation experiments and the
definition of joint workflows for collaboration. In the SmILES project, the PreCISE approach is used to
define workflows that aim at the joint assessment and optimization of energy systems, providing a
hitherto unavailable generic handle to systematically unlock synergies between different simulation
approaches.
This document gives an overview of the PreCISE approach and an example of its application. Furthermore,
a compilation of the partners’ test cases and test specifications is provided, which serve as the basis for
the optimization studies performed in work package WP5 (see deliverable D4.4 for further details).
Please note that the intention behind this document is not to force the use of the same optimization
approach for different toolchains or to identify the “best” workflow for a specific case. Rather, it is
assumed that the diversity of challenges and obstacles encountered in energy-related research must be
met with an equal diversity of modelling paradigms, optimization approaches and workflows.

1.2 Scope of the Document
Work conducted previously in the SmILES project has provided specifications for system configurations
(deliverable D2.3), use cases (deliverable D3.1), control functions (deliverable D3.2), test cases
(deliverable D3.3), component models (deliverable D4.2) and objective functions (deliverable D4.2). The
work presented in this document adds test specifications, which provide the central piece of information
for defining simulation-based assessments and optimization studies.
All the specifications mentioned above form the PreCISE approach. So far, the information about these
specifications was distributed over a number of documents, making it difficult to grasp the whole picture.
Therefore, this document provides an overview of the whole PreCISE approach, describing all its parts and
explaining how it can be applied for the definition of workflows.

1.3 Structure of the Document
Section 2 gives an overview of the PreCISE approach, including an introduction to the terminology used.
The section explains which aspects of simulation experiments the approach covers and how they are
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implemented. Based on this, it provides remarks on how the PreCISE concepts are intended to be used
for the definition and the support of workflows for simulation-based assessments and optimization
studies.
Section 3 provides the definition and description of test specifications. It starts with an overview of the
requirements for test specification, continues with related work and finally gives a detailed description of
the specification.
Section 4 give an example of the application of the PreCISE approach to a simple test case.
The appendix provides the compilation of test cases and test specifications defined by the research
partners of the SmILES project. As such, they are not only best practice examples of how to use the PreCISE
approach, but also provide a reference for the optimization studies done in work package WP5.

SmILES deliverable D4.3
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2

Overview of the PreCISE Approach

The PreCISE approach – an approach for preparing concise information for simulation experiments – is
one of the main results of the SmILES project. Its main purpose is to facilitate the collaboration among
experts using different toolchains and modelling paradigms. The intention behind the PreCISE approach
is not to force the use of the same types of models for different toolchains or to identify the “best” model
for a specific use case. Rather, it is assumed that the diversity of challenges and obstacles encountered in
energy-related research must be met with an equal diversity of modelling paradigms and toolchains.
Within this context, the goal is to enable workflows that combine different toolchains, in order to create
added value through unlocking synergies.
The PreCISE approach is implemented with the help of templates, which allow to describe simulation
experiments (and relevant associated data) in a way that is independent of specific models, tools or
methods. When filled adequately, these templates contain all the information required for implementing
different types of simulation-based applications (characterization, validation, verification, optimization).
In this section, an introduction of all the PreCISE concepts (and their implementation) is given, and how
they can be applied to define simulation-based workflows. Table 1 shows an overview of the aspects
covered by the PreCISE approach.
Table 1: Overview of the aspects of simulation experiments covered by the PreCISE approach.

Optimization

Modelling and

Reference Descriptions

Test Applications

Documentation of …

Documented
in

Type of information

Examples

use case

desired dynamic behaviour of the entire
system

optimal storage operation,
consumption reduction, peak
shaving

D3.1

test case

specific implementation of a use-case
for an assessment according to a test
objective

evaluate performance of peak
shaving using a PV surplus and
batteries on a sunny day

D3.2

test specification

defines how the TC’s object under
investigation is embedded in a specific
test system

define load profiles of PV
systems and loads and specify
expected controller response

D4.3

system configuration

static system data

line impedances, network
topology, nameplate data

D2.2

control function

extrinsic dynamic behaviour
individual system parts

of

solar MPP tracker, constant
flow pump, energy market

D3.2

input data

exogenous influence on the system and
its components

weather data, EV driving
patterns, energy prices

D3.2

component model

Intrinsic dynamic behaviour of the
system and its components

thermal storage, heat pump,
battery, substation

D4.1

key performance
indicator

provide a measure of performance for a
certain system or component

district heat import, costs of
electricity consumption

D4.2

objective function

maps values of one or more variables
onto a real number, intuitively
representing some associated "cost"

minimization of operation
costs,
maximization
of
exported exergy

D4.2
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2.1 General Terminology
The following terms are used throughout this section:
•

Simulation models are abstractions of the real world. They are used by computers to predict the
results of some phenomenon, basically substituting physical experimentation. In most cases,
simulation models are composed of component models, which represent specific parts of the
overall investigated system.

•

Simulation tools are computer programs that carry out the actual computations to perform a
simulation, using simulation models as input. The whole process of modelling and simulation
typically requires not only a (set of) simulation tool(s), but also auxiliary programs for data preprocessing, visualization and other tasks. Such a collection of programs is called a simulation
toolchain.

•

A model of computation is a collection of rules and instructions that governs the execution of the
component models within a simulation model and the communication between them. A model of
computation is an abstract concept, which is then implemented by a simulation tool. Examples are
continuous time-driven simulations (e.g., implemented by Dymola and MATLAB/Simulink) or
discrete event-based simulations (e.g., AnyLogic or MATLAB/SimEvents).

•

The construction of simulation models and component models is itself more an engineering
discipline than a science. As such, modellers can make different assumption and chose from a large
variety of different approaches to create a certain model. A modelling paradigm comprises the sum
of all these assumptions and choices, explaining the details of how a model abstracts a part of the
real world. Components models with contrasting underlying modelling paradigms can typically not
be used in the same simulation model. For instance, an electrical power line can be abstracted as a
conductor for electrical currents. Alternatively, it can be abstracted as a conduit for power flows,
ignoring the underlying details of electron transport. Both abstractions are valid and have their
value, but they focus on different aspects (and even require different models of computation).

2.2 Test Applications
The core of the PreCISE approach comprises a formal structure for defining simulation-based test
applications. This formal structure aims at separating the specification of the tested functionality from the
test criteria and the test design. This separation eases the sharing of information, especially among
partners with incompatible modelling paradigms or simulation toolchains.
In the following, a brief overview of the PreCISE concepts (and their implementations) related to the
definition of test applications is given.

2.2.1 Use Case
Use cases (UC) are the descriptions of applications that define the important actors, systems and
technologies, and their requirements that are part of these applications. Use cases tell the story of how
someone or something interacts with a system to achieve a goal. A good use case will describe the
interactions that lead to either achieving or abandoning the goal. A use case may describe multiple
possible interaction paths.

SmILES deliverable D4.3
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A detailed overview on UC descriptions can be found in deliverable D3.1, which also presents a dedicated
template that implements UC descriptions for practical purposes. The UC description template can also
be found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive file PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 2 gives a
short overview of the categories defined in the UC description template.
Table 2: Overview of UC description categories

Description of use case

Provide a general overview of the use case:
•

name

•

scope and objective

•

narrative

•

optimality criteria

•

conditions

•

general remarks

Graphical representation(s) of use case

Typically contains UML use case diagrams, UML sequence
diagrams, etc.

Technical details

Describes details of involved actors:

Step by step analysis of use case
(optional)

•

name

•

type

•

description

•

grouping

•

overview of use case scenarios

•

steps (alternative/complementary to sequence
diagrams)

2.2.2 Test Case
A test case (TC) provides a set of conditions under which a test can determine whether or how well a
system, component or one of its aspects is performing given its expected function. Test cases do not
specify implementation details such as the configuration of the system under test; neither do they refer
to a particular simulation setup.
An overview on TC descriptions can be found in deliverable D3.3, which also presents a dedicated
template that implements TC descriptions for practical purposes. The TC description template can also be
found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive file PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 3 gives a short
overview of the categories defined in the TC description template.
Table 3: Overview of TC description categories

About

Scope and goal

SmILES deliverable D4.3
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name

•

short description

•

test objective (characterization,
verification, optimization)

•

description incl. justification

validation,
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Identification of test components

Test criteria

•

link to system configuration

•

link to use case

•

system under test

•

object under investigation

•

function under investigation

•

objective function / target metrics

•

acceptable test results

2.2.3 Test Specification
A test specification (TS) defines the mapping of a test case to a specific test system, i.e., how the object
under investigation is to be embedded in a specific system under test. It clarifies the relation between the
object under investigation, the test objective and the test configuration. As such, a TS defines the means
and methods under which a test is to be carried out and evaluated (test design).
A detailed overview on TS descriptions can be found in Section 3 of this deliverable, where also a
dedicated template implementing the TS descriptions for practical purposes is presented. The TS
description template can also be found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive file
PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 4 gives a short overview of the categories defined in the TS description
template.
Table 4: Overview of TC description categories

About

Test system and test design

General simulation setup

Additional information

SmILES deliverable D4.3

•

name

•

link to test case

•

test rationale

•

specific test system

•

test parameters and output parameters

•

test design

•

link to available component models

•

initial system state

•

temporal resolution

•

evolution of system state and test signals

•

source of uncertainty

•

stopping criteria

•

storage of data

Optionally, a link to a related test specification can be
provided. For instance, this can be used to provide a
connection between two simulation experiments that are
associated through a workflow (such as the crosssimulations described in deliverable D4.4).
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2.3 Reference Descriptions
Simulation experiments are often linked to existing (or planned) real-world systems. Providing a detailed
description of these systems is another important aspect of the PreCISE approach. The goal is to provide
all relevant information for enabling experts to extract the information they need to generate or re-use
their own simulation models.
In the following, a brief overview of the PreCISE concepts (and their implementations) related to reference
descriptions of existing (and planned) systems is given.

2.3.1 System Configuration
A system configuration (SC) is a detailed, technical description of an energy system (a list of energy
domains, system components and their interrelations such as connectivity and hierarchy) and the
inherent properties of the components, i.e., component attributes and constraints. The system
configuration is the "static" part of a system description in the sense that, while dynamic attributes such
as transient parameters may be included in it, it does not contain information about the use of the system.
The description of multi‐energy system configurations includes ‐ but is not limited to ‐ specific building
typologies, local energy resources available, electric and thermal networks, and embedded control layers.
A detailed overview on SC descriptions can be found in deliverable D2.3, where also a dedicated template
implementing the SC descriptions for practical purposes is presented. The SC description template can
also be found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive file PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 5
gives a short overview of the categories defined in the SC description template.
Table 5: Overview of TC description categories

General description

System breakdown (SBD)

Graphical representation

Element connections

Element descriptions

SmILES deliverable D4.3

•

ID and name

•

description of context

•

climate

•

geographical features

Provides an organized overview of all components that
constitute the SC. All elements are conceptualized as
classes and organized on different branches of a tree to
reflect different domains and levels of detail. The
“vertical” relations between the classes (sub-classing and
containment) are depicted analogous to UML notation.
•

interfaces between elements of SBD

•

network diagrams

Specifies “horizontal” connections of the SBD:
•

ID and name of connection

•

type of connection

•

connected classes

Specifies the elements of the SBD in more detail:
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•

element properties (interfaces, function, physical
properties, legal aspects, economic aspects, etc.)

•

characterization of element instances (number of
elements in SC, attached data)

2.3.2 Control Function
A control function (CF), in the context of SmILES, is a description of an embedded control system (or an
aspect thereof) which, together with the inherent physical properties of the system itself, defines the
behaviour of the control system and its response to dynamic input. Control functions can be seen as a
further detailing, or more formal description, of the mechanisms governing the behaviour of individual
actors in a UC.
A detailed overview on CF descriptions can be found in deliverable D3.2, where also a dedicated template
implementing the CF descriptions for practical purposes is presented. The CF description template can
also be found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive file PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 6
gives a short overview of the categories defined in the CF description template.
Table 6: Overview of TC description categories

Overview

Use Cases

Definition

•

introduction to the problem solved by the function
or algorithm

•

terminology (optional)

•

underlying methodology / theory

•

limitations

Provides exemplary use cases to express functional
requirements. Bridges the gap between user needs and
system functionality.
•

inputs / outputs

•

diagrams (data flow diagrams, sequence diagrams,
state diagrams, etc.)

•

deterministic functions (optional)

•

stochastic functions (optional)

•

implicit functions or algorithms (optional)

•

algorithms / pseudocode (optional)

2.3.3 Input Data
Input data is a detailed description of inputs required in the context of a particular UC or TC. The input
data describes the exogenous variables or parameters that impact the specific behaviour of a system and
its components. Input data may be both static, e.g., by specifying operating modes for a component, or
dynamic, such as time series data.
The PreCISE approach provides a data format that was developed based on the data requirements
encountered in the SmILES project. The format requires data and metadata to be in packaged together in
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a ZIP archive file. The ZIP archive file contains an XML file that provides information and metadata about
all the packaged data. Data – tabular as well as key‐value data – is stored in CSV files, which are likewise
contained in the ZIP archive files. Further details on the data format can be found in deliverable D3.3.

2.4 Modelling and Optimization
The PreCISE approach also provides support for tasks directly related to modelling, simulation and
optimization. More specifically, it aims at enabling experts to share information about their specific
simulation and optimization setups, independently of the test application at hand.
In the following, a brief overview of the PreCISE concepts (and their implementations) related to
modelling and optimization is given.

2.4.1 Model Consolidation
The PreCISE approach supports the definition and characterization of component models. Based on this,
model consolidation entails the comparison of a model implementation with a reference, in order to
provide reasonable evidence that two implementations are equivalent or at least consistent.
A detailed overview on component model descriptions can be found in deliverable D4.1, where also a
dedicated template implementing the model descriptions for practical purposes is presented. The
component model description template can also be found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive
file PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 7 gives a short overview of the categories defined in the component
model description template.
Table 7: Overview of model description categories

Classification

Mathematical model

Testing

SmILES deliverable D4.3

Contains the context of the model regarding application
and technical details:
•

domain

•

intended application (incl. scale and resolution)

•

modelling of spatial aspects (lumped, discretized,
averaged, etc.)

•

model dynamics (static, quasi-static, dynamic, etc.)

•

model of computation (time-continuous, discreteevent, state machine, etc.)

•

functional representation (explicit, implicit)

Provides information about the underlying mathematical
model:
•

variables (inputs, outputs, parameters, etc.)

•

model equations

•

initial conditions

•

boundary conditions

Specifies a test system for model consolidation (validation
and harmonization):
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•

test system configuration

•

inputs and parameters

•

control function (optional)

•

initial system state

•

temporal resolution

•

evolution of system state

•

expected results

2.4.2 Key Performance Indicator
A key performance indicator (KPI) is a parameter that provides a measure of performance for a certain
system or component. Within the context of SmILES, the main focus is on KPIs that are calculated from
simulation results.
A detailed overview on KPI descriptions can be found in deliverable D4.2, where also a dedicated template
implementing the KPI descriptions for practical purposes is presented. The KPI description template can
also be found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive file PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 8
gives a short overview of the categories defined in the KPI description template.
Table 8: Overview of KPI description categories

About

Classification

Data requirements

•

name

•

mathematical symbol

•

contextual information

•

group (economic, technical, environmental, etc.)

•

domain (storage, network, conversion device, etc.)

•

significance

•

calculation

•

strengths and weaknesses

•

scoring / categorization

•

expected data source

•

data collection interval

•

expected reliability

2.4.3 Objective Function
An objective function (OF) is the interface between a generic optimization method and an actual
optimization problem. It provides an abstraction of the actual problem by mapping the values of one or
more variables onto a real number (or a real-valued vector in the case of multi-objective optimization).
The optimization methods can then use either the symbolic representation of the OF or only the values
provided by the OF (black-box optimization) to find a maximum or minimum.
A detailed overview on OF descriptions can be found in deliverable D4.2, where also a dedicated template
implementing the OF descriptions for practical purposes is presented. The OF description template can
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also be found in the attachment to this document (ZIP archive file PreCISE_templates_v1.zip). Table 9Table
8 gives a short overview of the categories defined in the OF description template.
Table 9: Overview of OF description categories

About

Classification

Function definition

Constraints

•

name

•

contextual information

•

group (economic, technical, environmental, etc.)

•

level (system, component)

•

domain (thermal, electrical, multi-energy, etc.)

•

intended use (optimal control, design optimization,
etc.)

•

problem specification (LP, MILP, etc.)

•

strengths and weaknesses

•

mathematical symbol

•

optimization type (minimize, maximize)

•

calculation

•

domain (economic, technical, environmental, etc.)

•

specification (linear, quadratic, non-linear)

•

form (equality, inequality, bound)

•

calculation

2.5 Workflow support
2.5.1 Goals and limitations
The assumption behind the PreCISE approach is that the diversity of challenges and obstacles encountered
in energy-related research must be met with an equal diversity of modelling paradigms and toolchains.
Within this context, the goal is to enable workflows across the (artificial) boundaries of incompatible
toolchains or modelling paradigms, in order to create added value through unlocking synergies.
Hence, workflows are in general intended to support the following two tasks:
•

Documentation: The PreCISE approach provides the means to describe real-world systems and
related simulation setups in a coherent way. Furthermore, it allows to define the context and
definition of simulation-based assessments in a way that is independent of specific models or
tools. The implementation of the PreCISE concepts as template documents allows to easily share
this information with others.

•

Implementation: The PreCISE approach structures information in a way that enables experts to
extract the information they need to create their own simulation setups. It also allows to provide
sufficient information for comparisons of different simulation setups with a reference, in order to
enable a consistency check across toolchains.

For a modeller implementing a simulation-based application in a specific toolchain, the extraction of
relevant information can be formally understood as compiling an Experiment Specification (ES).
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Conceptually, an ES describes the implementation of a simulation setup, going into the details of the used
models and tools. As such, the PreCISE approach does not provide direct support for compiling an ES,
because it is in general closely tied to a specific toolchain or modelling paradigm and therefore out of the
scope of the PreCISE approach.

2.5.2 General Workflow
The concepts and the structure defined by the PreCISE approach can be used in a variety of ways to define
workflows. As such, the PreCISE approach itself is not a general methodology for simulation-based
assessments. It rather provides the means to define methodologically sound workflows for different types
of applications (characterization, validation, verification, optimization).
Figure 1 gives an impression of the many possibilities the PreCISE approach provides, by showing with the
help of a colour coding which PreCISE concepts are potentially relevant inputs for defining TCs and TSs
(and ESs). For example, the definition of control functions is typically a relevant input for defining a TS’s
specific test system. But in case a certain detail of a control function is the actual focus of an assessment,
then this control function obviously also must be referenced as part of the TC description.

Figure 1: Overview of potential links between TC, TS (and ES) and all other PreCISE concepts.

This flexibility is of high importance, as different workflows are required for different applications,
especially when combining different approaches (see for instance the cross-simulation workflows defined
in deliverable D4.4). Nevertheless, for defining workflows, the concepts of TC and TS are considered to be
the most central elements of the PreCISE approach, as they define the criteria and the setup of any
assessment. This is also reflected in Figure 1, where the colour coding visualizes the potential use of the
other PreCISE concepts for the definition of TCs and TSs (and ESs).
An example of a typical workflow based on the PreCISE approach is given in Section 4. This example shows
how the PreCISE concepts can be applied to document and share information in a structured way,
enabling two project partners to implement the same case study in different toolchains and compare
simulation results.
SmILES deliverable D4.3
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2.5.3 Link to Cross-simulations
To demonstrate the feasibility and usability of the PreCISE approach, it was decided to carry out proof-ofconcept studies, in which project partners team up to work jointly on the same TC. These collaborations
are referred to as cross-simulation. These cross-simulations aim to provide a best practice demonstration
of how cross-simulation partners can use the PreCISE approach in a meaningful way.
As mentioned above, the PreCISE approach itself is not a general methodology for defining simulation
workflows. However, it facilitates partners employing different model paradigms and different toolchains
to identify differences, understand what they have in common and share relevant information
accordingly. Based on this, the project partners were able to show how the PreCISE approach can assist
in the definition and execution of workflows that enable the combination of modelling paradigms and
toolchains (see deliverable D4.4). By exploiting synergies and creating added value in the collaboration of
cross-simulation partners, this will highlight the benefit of combining best approaches from a diverse
spectrum of applications.
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3

Definition and Description of Test Specifications

3.1 Related Work
The “Holistic System Integration and Testing Procedure” [1] developed by the ERIGrid consortium aims at
testing new Smart Grid solutions, by formulating a systematic and integrated testing strategy for systems,
components and their integration. To this end, it provides a vocabulary for Smart Grid testing across
engineering disciplines and a common understanding of how to describe a testing approach that
addresses a system-relevant perspective.
The concept of UC and TC, as defined in deliverables D3.1 and D3.2, was inspired by the ERIGrid approach.
Consequently, ERIGrid’s concept of TS is also used as a basis for the PreCISE approach. In short, ERIGrid’s
concept of TS comprises the following features:
•

Link to TC: A TS defines a test system for carrying out a specific TC. As such, a TS is always linked
to a TC. Hence, a TS must clearly state to which TC it belongs.

•

Test rationale: In order to understand the intention behind a specific test setup, it is often useful
provide the context and explain the rationale behind.

•

Test system: The generic test system described in the TC description has to be mapped to a
specific system for testing.

•

Test design: The TS has to explain how the test system is used to investigate the objective defined
by the TC.

•

Test setup: The TS has to define the exact conditions under which the test is carried out, such as
initial conditions or test signals.

PreCISE TS descriptions can (and are supposed to) refer to other PreCISE concepts as much as possible.
For instance, SC and CF descriptions have been designed with the goal to help define test systems, and
model descriptions are valuable inputs for describing simulation setups. As such, PreCISE TS descriptions
can be considered extended versions of ERIGrid TS descriptions because they typically reference other
PreCISE descriptions forms. At the same time, PreCISE TS descriptions are a specialization of ERIGrid TS
descriptions because the PreCISE approach specifically aims at supporting simulation-based assessments.

3.2 Specification
The PreCISE TS template comprises four sections. The first section – titled About – provides general
information about the TS. The last (optional) section – titled Additional Information – allows to provide
information about related TS. The main sections – titled Test System and Test Design and General
Simulation Setup – contain the relevant information to implement the TS.

3.2.1 About
This section contains general information regarding the TS.
Field name

Description

Title of Test

Provide a unique and meaningful name. Consider using a machinereadable name (e.g., use underscores or periods instead of blanks).
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Reference to Test Case

TCs are described in a separate form. They provide the scope and goal of
a test (incl. links to SC / UC), identify the test components and define the
test criteria.

Test Rationale

Provide a short description of how this TS addresses the goals and test
criteria defined in the TC.

3.2.2 Test System and Test Design
This section defines how the TC’s object under investigation is embedded in a specific test system. It
describes how the results are used to evaluate the objective function or test objective. Furthermore, it
explains the detailed process of how this test addresses the TC’s goal.
Field name

Description

Specific Test System

Provide a graphical and textual description of the specific test system and
its components. Objects and functions that are not in the focus of the
test are simplified to the minimum function, functional equivalent or
boundary parameters necessary to execute the test.

Test and Output
Parameters

Provide a list of parameters that are significant for executing the test.
And provide a list of outputs / measured parameters. For each
parameter, define name, unit and type (time-series input, static
parameter, optimization result, etc.).
Consider using a machine-readable name (e.g., use underscores or
periods instead of blanks).
If available, provide a link to existing input data (data files in SmILES data
format).

Test Design

Explain the choice of test design. This involves explaining, e.g., available
test parameters, the test sequence or decision criteria. Textual or
graphical description of the sequence of steps carried out during the test,
including parameter ranges and variation of input parameters.

3.2.3 General Simulation Setup
This section provides information that helps translating the test system into an executable simulation
model. However, no details regarding the implementation in a specific toolchain should enter this
description.
Field name

Description

Component Models

Provide a link to the description of the most relevant component models.
Component models are defined in separate forms.

Initial System State

Description of conditions that are prerequisites to run the simulation/
optimization and initial choices of input (and internal) parameters.
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Temporal Resolution

Specify the time resolution of the simulation (fixed step size, event
based, etc.).

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals

Provide a quantitative characterization of the temporal evolution of test
events and evolution of the relevant test parameters.

Source of Uncertainty

List possible sources of uncertainty and how they can be quantified, in
order to evaluate the quality of the test.

Stopping Criteria

Under which conditions are the test results not valid or the test is
interrupted?

Storage of Data

In which format are the output parameters and other results stored?

3.2.4 Additional Information
Field name

Description

Link to other TS

Provide a link to other test specifications here. In the case of SmILES
cross-simulations, mention how this TS relates to the other TS. For
instance, what results from the other TS are used as inputs for this TS?
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4

Example of a Workflow Based on the PreCISE Approach

4.1 Introduction
The aim of the work presented in this section was to provide a proof-of-concept example in which the
PreCISE approach is successfully applied. To do so, a specific case study (which was defined in Task 4.4)
was implemented in two different toolchains using the available PreCISE description forms and data
format. The PreCISE approach was used to document and exchange information, enabling an efficient
workflow for a simulation-based assessment. This work was carried out by two project partners, AIT and
DTU.
Both partners had the same starting point, i.e., the filled-in description forms and data sets for the test
system. The system itself is a small multi-energy system with thermal and electric storages, coupled
through an electric boiler. The partners implemented the test system in their respective toolchains and
compared their results for different key performance indicators (KPIs) and, finally, for their optimal value
for the electric boiler capacity.
The workflow is described in the next section. It is followed by a summary of results and an analysis of
their differences. Different sources for such differences along the workflow are identified and explained.
Thus, this work showcases the benefits as well as potential challenges of using the PreCISE approach.

4.2 Workflow supported by PreCISE approach
The description of the case study via the PreCISE description forms and data format is the basis for both
partners. Figure 2 shows how the PreCISE concepts are used in this specific case. The partners together
defined the context using the TC description and specified a common TS. Based on this, the partners were
able to implement the TS in their own toolchains, see Figure 3.

Figure 2: Overview of the workflow in terms of TC, TS and ES specification.
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Test System

DTU‘s toolchain

AIT‘s toolchain

Figure 3: Modelling workflow supported by description forms and data sets.

The toolchains are shortly described in the following:
•

DTU Toolchain mapping: DTU uses the mosaik [2] co-simulation framework to couple sub-models
implemented in separate simulators. Each simulator (~class) is instantiated into entities
(~objects), which are subsequently connected in a scenario. When writing these simulators, it is
instructive to first define which physical units should be put into which simulators, which inputs
and outputs they have, and how these are connected. For the scenario defined in Task 4.4, the
straight-forward approach is to put each physical component and controller (as described in the
SC) in a separate simulator. These simulators can then be outlined in Python scripts, with specific
implementations added later. The experiment specification is illustrated in Figure 3 (bottom, left).

•

AIT Toolchain mapping: AIT uses a co-simulation approach that relies on the Functional Mock-up
Interface [3] specification for coupling simulators. The thermal domain is represented in a
dynamic model in Modelica [4], using the Modelica Standard Fluid library and the IBPSA [5]
library. The corresponding model is implemented in Dymola [6]. The electrical domain is
represented in a quasi-static model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory [7], a power system simulation
and analysis tool. The simulators are coupled via the FUMOLA co-simulation framework [8].

The first version of the PreCISE description provided only insufficient information for an unambiguous
mapping to the toolchain, e.g., no parameters for a detailed battery model were given. As this ambiguity
was a potential source for inconsistencies, the partners adapted and updated the description forms by
adding details necessary for their implementations (but no model or tool specific information). Based on
these improved descriptions, the models were implemented and used for simulating the test case in the
two toolchains.
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4.3 Comparison of results
To demonstrate that the PreCISE approach has been successful applied to exchange information between
the partners, the results from the two implementations have been compared. As can be seen in the
following, the tool independent description provided through the PreCISE approach has been in fact used
to generate tool specific implementations, which also produce consistent results.
Simulation results were systematically compared on multiple levels as shown in Figure 4. The most
detailed level is comparing time series output for a specified variable, e.g., current electric boiler heat
generation. Time series can differ in, e.g., signal width, signal occurrence, signal height, and can be
influenced by many sources, e.g., electric boiler control implementation or the underlying modelling
paradigm (dynamic or quasi-static). Key performance indicators (KPIs) on the other hand are represented
by a single number processed from (multiple) time series. Thus, they are more suitable to compare
implementations that diverge in various aspects. And finally, one aggregation level further, objective
function values composed of (multiple) KPIs were compared. It was expected that many low-level
differences present on a time-series level would vanish on a KPI or objective function level.

DTU‘s toolchain

time series

KPIs

objective
function

AIT‘s toolchain

Figure 4: Comparison of results on multiple levels

Defined KPIs were compared for different electric boiler sizes. As an example, Figure 5 shows the total
exported electric power of the system as a function of the boiler sizes. Results of both partners show a
similar characteristic, i.e., the power export is reduced with increasing electric boiler size.
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Figure 5: Comparison of results from AIT and DTU for total electric power export versus electric boiler sizes

The main goal of the test system was to find the optimal size of the electric boiler using levelized costs for
capacity and energy flows into the system. Figure 6 shows the objective function over the electric boiler
size. The optimal values for the electric boiler size found by each partner are summarized in Table 10.

Figure 6: Objective function values from AIT and DTU versus electric boiler sizes

Partner

Size [kW]

Objective [€]

AIT

2.0

128.7

DTU

4.5

126.7

Table 10: Optimal sizes and corresponding objective function value for both partners
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The optimal sizes found for the electric boiler were quite different. However, these values only correspond
to the global minima of the of the objective function. Indeed, the overall shape – including the local
minima – are consistent. Furthermore, the absolute values of the objective function are very close for
both partners with a difference of only 1.5%. In summary, the differences in results are small, which was
to be expected as the toolchains and modelling approaches used by AIT and DTU are similar.

4.4 Conclusion
Both partners, AIT and DTU, implemented the test system in their respective toolchains. The
implementations were compared with regards to missing/ambiguous parameters, e.g., charging efficiency
of battery, or missing/ambiguous descriptions, e.g., no description of the electric boiler controller. These
ambiguities were mitigated by updating the description forms and introducing additional parameters and
adding details. Differences in toolchain mappings, e.g., dynamic or steady-state, on the other hand were
left unchanged. Thus, in general, the two following sources for differences in results were identified:
•

Missing or insufficient descriptions or data sets provided for the system under study or its
subcomponent

•

Mapping the system under study to a specific toolchain

The first point, i.e., missing or insufficient knowledge about the system was in this case reduced to a
minimum using the PreCISE approach. However, describing a system in a suitable degree of detail to
enable an unambiguous implementation in two different toolchains can be time consuming. Thus,
describing systems using the PreCISE approach should be seen as a compromise between feasibility and
accuracy.
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Appendix A: Description of AIT Case Study
A.1 Test Case
About
Test objective name

IncreasedRESSelfConsumption

Author / organization

Benedikt Leitner / AIT

Short description

This test case is used to verify that self-consumption of renewable
energy sources in a coupled heat and power network improved using
distributed power-to-heat appliances compared to a base scenario
without power-to-heat.

Present use / development
status

V1.0

Scope and Goal
Test objective

☐ characterization
☐ validation
☒ verification
☐ optimization

Description incl. justification

The test case is used to verify that self-consumption of renewable
energy sources in a coupled heat and power network improved
using distributed power-to-heat appliances compared to an
uncoupled scenario.
This means that energy flows flowing out of the network are
reduced. At the same time energy imports should not increase.
Relevant effort variables of both networks, i.e., bus voltages, supply
temperatures and differential pressures, must stay within the
allowable range. Also, the loading of the transformer is not allowed
to reach critical levels. Otherwise the test fails.

System configuration

SmartDorf (see deliverable D2-3, Appendix C)

Use case

UC4 – Network‐optimized use of DER (see deliverable D3.1,
Appendix 5.4, page A-8)
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Identification of Test Components
System Under Test

The entire system depicted in Figure A.1 is the System Under Test,
since the behaviour of every single component in this system can
affect the Function Under Investigation.
Subsystems:
•

Low voltage distribution network

•

District heating network

•

Power-to-heat appliances

Figure A.1: Schematic representation of the system under test.

Object Under Investigation

External electric grid
•

Power flows to and from

Base district heating boiler
•

heat generation

District heating network
•

Supply temperatures at substations

•

Differential pressures at substations

Low voltage distribution network
•
Function Under Investigation

Voltages at consumer connection points

Control function(s) of power-to-heat appliances

Test Criteria
Objective Function / Target
Metrics

SmILES deliverable D4.3

Operation costs for a thermal-electric unit combined with a
thermal-storage (see deliverable D4.2, Appendix A.4, page 19):
•

Total power flow from external electric grid in MWh

•

Total heat flow from base district heating boiler in MWh

•

Voltages at consumer connection points in p.u.

•

Transformer loading in %

•

Differential pressures at substations in bar

•

Supply temperatures at substations in °C
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Acceptable test result

The power flow to the external grid and the heat flow from the base
district heating boiler are reduced compared to a scenario without
power-to-heat appliances. Thus, self-consumption of RES is
improved. At the same time, the power flow from the external grid
is not allowed to increase more than 1%.
Moreover, the following technical criterias must be met:
•

Voltages at consumer connection points within 0.95 p.u.
and 1.05 p.u. for 99% of time

•

Differential pressures at substations within 0.9 bar and
5 bar for 99% of time

•

Supply temperatures at substations above 65°C for 99% of
time

•

Transformer loading never goes above 100%

A.2 Test Specification
About
Title of Test

ElectricBoilersUseExcessPower

Author / Organization

Benedikt Leitner / AIT

Reference to Test Case

IncreasedRESSelfConsumption

Test Rationale

This test aims at self-consumption of excess power generated from
distributed renewable power generators, such as rooftop
photovoltaic generators. The excess power is feed into a district
heating network. The local use of excess power helps mitigate
problems in the electric distribution network, such as reversed power
flows, high loading of equipment and voltage band violations. On the
other side, distributed infeed into the district heating network might
cause problems due to reversed mass flows, fluctuating supply
temperatures or differential pressure problems.
Electric boilers are used as power-to-heat appliances. They consist of
an electric heater, for the conversation of power to heat, and a
thermal energy storage, for the (short-term) storage of generated
heat.
To plan the operation of the storage unit and the electric heater, a
model predictive controller is used. The aim of the controller is to
minimize negative residual load of the electric network. To enable
this planning, negative residual load in the electric as well as heat
demand in the heat network need to be known/predicted. This test
assumes perfect knowledge of these time-series data and, thus, does
not focus on the quality of predictions.
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The test is successfully passed if power flows to the external network
are reduced compared to a scenario without power-to-heat.
Simultaneously, power import into the network is not allowed to
increase by more than 1%. Thus, the electric boilers need to follow
the negative residual load curve closely without increasing loading at
other times or consuming more than the available excess power.
Moreover, relevant network constraints need to be met.

Test System and Test Design
Specific Test System

The controller uses heat demand and excess power predictions
together with current storage temperatures, electric boiler power
consumption and heat discharge to calculate new setpoints for the
electric boilers. The district heating network/electric boiler
simulation send actual power consumption of electric boilers to
electric network simulation, see Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Illustration of the interactions of relevant parts of the specific
test system.

Test and Output Parameters

Test Parameters
All parameters according to system configuration
Outputs / Measured Parameters
External electric grid
•

Power flows to and from

Base district heating boiler
•

heat generation

District heating network
•

Supply temperatures at substations

•

Differential pressures at substations

Low voltage distribution network

Test Design

SmILES deliverable D4.3

•

Voltages at consumer connection points

•

Transformer loading

A dynamic modelling approach was chosen for the district heating
network to include time delays and heat dissipation of the piping
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network, mixing of flows from different pipes, supplies or
substations and to account for different controls in the system.
A quasi-static approach, based on consecutive power flow
calculations, was chosen to study the medium to long-term effects
of time-varying loads and generators on the electrical distribution
network. Such a quasi-static approach is appropriate to assess the
behaviour of the network in timescales of minutes to hours. This
assessment comprises the calculation of the active and reactive
power flows for all branches and the voltage magnitude and phase
for all nodes.
A model predictive control approach was chosen to control the
electric boilers. This enables a planning of discharging and charging
the thermal storage units with regards to excess power availability.
E.g., thermal storages can be emptied before times with high excess
power but low heat demand and thus makes the use of the electric
heater still possible.
This test needs to run for an entire year to cover the daily/seasonal
variations of loads/generators and the impact of the model
predictive control, as it usually has planning horizons of multiple
hours/days.

General Simulation Setup
Component Models

Initial System State

Temporal Resolution

The following models are of special interest as they represent the
coupling points between the heat and power network. They are
described in more detail in the following model description forms:
•

ElectricHeater (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix A.1, page 26)

•

ThermalEnergyStorage (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix A.1,
page 26)

•

district heating pipes have nominal temperatures

•

thermal storages are empty, i.e., have nominal return
temperature of district heating network

•

electric boilers not running

District heating and electric boilers:
• dynamic, variable step size
Electric network and model predictive controllers:
•

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals
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Every 15 minutes model predictive controllers receive current heat
generation and heat discharge from respective electric boilers
together with predicted residual load of electric network and heat
demand of district heating network. Thus, electric boilers receive
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new setpoints for heat generation & heat discharge from model
predictive controllers.
Every 15 minutes electric network receives current power
consumption from electric boilers.
Otherwise subsystems are independent from each other.
Source of Uncertainty
Stopping Criteria

Storage of Data

SmILES deliverable D4.3

•

Freezing/boiling water in any part of district heating
network

•

Invalid power flow calculation

•

Model predictive controller unable to predict next step
(infeasible model)

SmILES data format
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Appendix B: Description of DTU Case Study
B.1 Test Case
About
Test objective name

NHN.TC1

Author / organization

Tue Vissing Jensen / DTU

Short description

Characterizing service provision by power-to-heat units through
supervisory controllers.

Present use / development
status

V1.0

Scope and Goal
Test objective

☒ characterization
☐ validation
☐ verification
☐ optimization

Description incl. justification

This test seeks to characterize the impact use of local flexibility has
on available regulating power from a local district.

System configuration

This test applies to the generic Nordhavn NHN_001 system
configuration (see deliverable D2.3, Appendix D), outlined in Figure
B.1. “PCC” denotes the point of common coupling for the district to
the various grids.

Figure B.1: Schematic overview of NHN_001 system configuration.
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Use case

This test seeks to establish how well the system is able to implement
Joint UC3 - Heat for Electricity (see deliverable D3.1, Appendix 3.4,
page 17). The district-integrated booster heater is used to provide
services to the electrical system.

Identification of Test Components
System Under Test

All units connected downstream of the respective PCCs must be
simulated.

Object Under Investigation

The characterization concerns the Booster Heater Controller and
the Electric Storage Controller in combination with the District
Supervisory Controller.

Function Under Investigation

Under Joint UC3, the heating system provides services to the
electrical system. The test targets an examination of the ability of
the system to provide these services. Specific services examined are
electrical import and export limitation.

Test Criteria
Objective Function / Target
Metrics

The comparison is made on the electrical and heat exchange for
their given PCC. The test is to be evaluated by the objective function
“Trade-offs in heat for power” (see deliverable D4.2, Appendix B.6,
page 31), with exogenous prices and relative weights.
Other relevant target metrics include:
• The electrical energy bound violation, separated into the

•

•

Acceptable test result

SmILES deliverable D4.3

𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
violation on import and export powers, 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
and 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
.
(see deliverable D4.2, Appendix B.1, page 25).
Total district electricity export (see deliverable D4.2, Appendix
B.2, page 25)

Total district thermal energy import (see deliverable D4.2,
Appendix B.3, page 28)

-
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B.2 Test Specification
About
Title of Test

NHN.TC1.TS1

Author / Organization

Tue Vissing Jensen / DTU

Reference to Test Case

NHN.TC1

Test Rationale

This test characterizes district operation with and without Booster
Heater Controller and Electric Storage Controller active, seeking to
demonstrate that the local controllers respond to service requests
from the aggregator controller.

Test System and Test Design
Specific Test System

The system under test includes an electrical system, a district
heating system and a control system. Each is sketched below.
Thermal system

Figure B.2: Overview of thermal system.

The block called “Row Houses” consists of multiple small loads
which are aggregated into a single, larger load.
Electrical system
Note, that only loads which are marked in red are inside the quarter
under control. All buses are taken to be P-Q buses, with the grid
acting as the slack bus. Rings 3-5 are summarized, as no buses are
inside the district.
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Figure B.3: Overview of electrical system.

Control domain coupling

Figure B.4: Overview of control system.
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The distribution grid management does not form part of the system
under test but are taken as exogenous signals.
Test and Output Parameters

Test Parameters
•

P_import_limit: District electrical consumption bound
requested from battery/EV units [kWe]

•

P_export_limit: District electrical export bound requested
from heating units [kWe]

•

gamma: Scaling factor for district import and export [n.u.]

Outputs / Measured Parameters
•
•

•

Test Design

P_PCC: Measured apparent electrical import at the district
electrical network point of common coupling [kWe]
Q_PCC: Measured heat import at the district heating network
point of common coupling [kWq]
P_booster: Measured electrical active power consumption of
district booster heater [kWe]

The test simulates 24 hours of district operation. During these 24
hours, the heat pump controller is asked to keep the forward
temperature of the connected pipe above 70ºC.
Further, these services are requested of the Aggregator by the
Distribution Grid Management:
•

For 07:00 to 09:00, keep district electrical consumption
below P_import_limit kW..

•

For 11:00 to 14:00, keep district electrical consumption
above P_export_limit kW.

•

For 17:00 to 19:00, keep district electrical consumption
below P_import_limit kW

where these limits are defined as below.
The test consists of several model runs:
1. No service signal sent
2. Service signals sent
a. gamma = 1.0
b. gamma = 0.95
c. gamma = 0.90
d. gamma = 0.85
e. gamma = 0.80
By comparing these model runs, whether the controllers respond to
service requests can be established.
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For run 1, set
•

P_import_limit = inf,

•

P_export_limit = inf

•

gamma=1.0.

For subsequent runs, given the 99% quantile of district electrical
import P_i_99 and the 1% quantile of district electrical import,
P_i_1, let
•

P_export_limit= gamma * P_i_1 kWe

•

P_import_limit = gamma* P_i_99 kWe,

I.e., the system is asked to restrict its import relative to the
uncontrolled base case.

General Simulation Setup
Component Models

The main component models are listed below, with references given
to documents for units described at the time of writing.
Electrical units:
•

Electrical distribution grid

•

NHN Battery (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix B.2, page 47)

•

NHN Charging post and electric vehicle (see deliverable D4.1,
Appendix B.3, page 55)

•

Photovoltaic panel model

Heating units:
•

District heating network

•

Thermal building model

•

Domain-coupling units:

•

NHN District booster
Appendix B.1, page 39)

heater

(see

deliverable D4.1,

Controller models:
•

Local heat pump controller

•

Local battery/EV controller

Each PCC is taken to have a fixed voltage/equivalent impedance or
temperature/temperature droop.
Initial System State

Each component is initialized to the state given in the associated
dataset.
The battery state of charge is set to 50% of nomimal energy.
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The district heating system is allowed to relax to a steady state with
the heat pump turned off.
Temporal Resolution

The test is run at a fixed time step of 10 seconds.

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals

For run 1, district electrical and heat exchange follows the aggregate
underlying time series for all units. In particular, electrical
production from solar photovoltaics causes electrical energy to be
exported in the period around 11-14.
For run 2a-e, system electrical exchange differs from run 1 mainly
during the period for which local controllers are active. During these
periods, electrical exchange should comply with the bound
requested.

Source of Uncertainty

Since the exact electrical demand signal consists of a deterministic
trend and a randomized factor, each “run” above should be
repeated 10 times, with the mean and standard deviation of each
target metric recorded.

Stopping Criteria

-

Storage of Data

Files are stored in the SmILES data format, with each column
corresponding to a target metric, with the target metrics recorded
every 10 seconds (rows).
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Appendix C: Description of EDF Case Study
C.1 Test Case
About
Test objective name

SizingHPandStorageToMaximizeSelfConsumption

Author / organization

Sami Ghazouani and Mickael Rousset

Short description

Optimizing design of heat storage and heat pump in a coupled heat
and power network to maximize self-consumption

Present use / development
status

V1.0

Scope and Goal
Test objective

☐ characterization
☐ validation
☐ verification
☒ optimization

Description incl. justification

The test case aims to optimize the design of a district’s
infrastructure in order maximize the use of renewable energy
sources – such as waste heat from a greenhouse and solar PV – in
the energy mix of the district’s energy supply (thermal and
electrical).

System configuration

Collectopia (see deliverable D2-3, Appendix E)

Use case

UC12 – Maximize use of local resources (see deliverable D3.1,
Appendix 5.11, page A-34)

Identification of Test Components
System Under Test

Used abbreviations:
•

COP: coefficient of performance

•

DHW: Domestic Heat Water

•

PV: Photovoltaics

•

SC: Space Cooling

•

SH: Space Heating

The greenhouse is represented by its surface as well as heating and
cooling demands (depending on the ambient temperature). These
demands are not simultaneous. They can be met by local
heating/cooling utilities or the district heating network.
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The residential buildings are represented by their surface as well as
heating (SH, DHW) and electricity demands. The heating demand can
be met by a local heating utility or the district heating network. The
electric demand can be met by the PV production or via the
electricity grid.
Tertiary buildings are represented in an analogous way as the
residential buildings.
Solar PV panels are characterized by their surface and nominal
electricity production capacity.
The district heat network is characterized by two temperature levels
(high and low temperatures). Its sources of energy are the
greenhouse, the heat storage and the heat pump. If needed, it can
feed the greenhouse, the heat storage and the buildings (residential
and tertiary).
The heat pump is represented by its power, two temperature levels
and its COP. Its power source can be the PV production or the
electricity grid.
The heat storage is characterized by two volumes and temperature
levels (hot and cold). Its main use is to store energy produced by the
greenhouse, and if needed by the heat pump to feed the buildings
through the district heating network.

Figure C.1: Overview of Collectopia system configuration.

Object Under Investigation

Function Under Investigation

SmILES deliverable D4.3

•

Heat storage: Volumes and temperature levels (Vstore,
Vextract, Tstore)

•

Heat pump: Temperature levels and power intake (Tevap,
Tcond, Power)

•

District heating network: Temperatures (Tgo, Treturn)

The efficient use of local energy, i.e., electricity produced by solar PV
panels and greenhouse heat waste.
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Test Criteria
Objective Function / Target
Metrics

Sizing of the long-term storage tank to minimize exergy imports into
the district (see deliverable D4.2, Appendix C.2, page 37).
The objective function is to minimize the imports of exergy coming
from grids. The exergy is a reflection of the energy, taking into
account its quality. It can concern both electrical and thermal grids.
In the system configuration under study, a storage tank is sized in
order to reach this objective. In the related use case, the storage
tank is used to separate the periods of energy production from the
periods of energy consumption.

Acceptable test result

-

C.2 Test Specification
About
Title of Test

EDF_Data_Aggregation_Test

Author / Organization

Sami Ghazouani and Mickael Rousset / EDF

Reference to Test Case

SizingHPandStorageToMaximizeSelfConsumption

Test Rationale

In order to find the optimal storage tank and heat pump designs to
maximize self-consumption and heat recovery, data for a full year is
required. However, given the complexity of the optimization model,
it in infeasible to use a whole year worth of data. Therefore, the data
is aggregated into a reduced set of relevant, generic days that most
accurately represent the general behaviour of each consumer and
renewable energy production system (greenhouse and PV). The more
generic days are used, the bigger the problem gets (which potentially
implies longer computational times), but the solution gets more
accurate. The objective is to evaluate the relevance of using 3
relevant generic days per year.

Test System and Test Design
Specific Test System
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The test system included 3 external utilities (see Figure C.2):
•

two for greenhouse heating and cooling demand

•

one for buildings heating demand
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Figure C.2: Schematic of test system.

Test and Output Parameters

Test Parameters
Used abbreviations:
•

DHW: Domestic Heat Water

•

PV: Photovoltaics

•

SC: Space Cooling

•

SH: Space Heating

Greenhouse:
•

Ghouse_SH_Demand (kW)

•

Ghouse_SC_Demand (kW)

Residential building:
•

Resid_SH_Demand (kW)

•

Resid_Thin (°C)

•

Resid_THout (°C)

•

Resid_DHW_Demand (kW)

•

Resid_Electricity_Demand (kW)

Tertiary building:
•

Tert_SH_Demand (kW)

•

Tert_Thin (°C)

•

Tert_THout (°C)

•

Tert_DHW_Demand (kW)

•

Tert_Electricity_Demand (kW)

Solar photovoltaic panel:
•

SolarPV_Supply (kW)

•

SolarPV_Surface (m²)

Outputs / Measured Parameters
District heating network:
•

DHN_GoTemp (°C)

•

DHN_ReturnTemp (°C)

Greenhouse utility:
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•

Ghouse_HUt_Tin (°C)

•

Ghouse_HUt_Tout (°C)
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•

Ghouse_HUt_Power (kW)

•

Ghouse_CUt_Tin (°C)

•

Ghouse_CUt_Tout (°C)

•

Ghouse_CUt_Power (kW)

Buildings utility:
•

Building_HUt_Tin (°C)

•

Building_HUt_Tout (°C)

•

Building_HUt_Power (kW)

Heat pump:
•

HP_Tevap (°C)

•

HP_Tcond (°C)

•

HP_Power (kW)

Storage tank:

Test Design

•

Vstore (m3)

•

Vextract (m3)

•

TstoreH (°C)

•

TstoreC (°C)

Optimizations over a whole year with constant time steps involve a
large amount of degrees of freedom, resulting in a high
computational complexity (and hence potentially long computing
times). Hence, only 3 representative days (corresponding to winter,
mid-season and summer) are considered, with each hour of the day
representing an aggregation of the corresponding hours of a month.
With this approach, the yearly energy needs will appear as shown in
Figure C.3.

Figure C.3: Categorizations of yearly energy needs based on 3 generic days.
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General Simulation Setup
Component Models

•

HeatPump (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix C.1, page 63)

•

2VolumeThermalStorage (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix
C.2, page 67)

Initial System State

-

Temporal Resolution

Aggregation strategy:
For each consumer (residential and tertiary buildings, greenhouse)
and producer (PV) an hourly data set over one year is given. Out of
this data set, averaged generic days for 3 significant periods of time
are extracted (winter, mid-season, summer). The resulting data sets
have an hourly resolution.

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals

The actuation of the HP, HS, DHN and PV and are determined by the
optimizer.

Source of Uncertainty

-

Stopping Criteria

Stopping criteria are either:

Storage of Data

SmILES deliverable D4.3

•

maximum computational time (s)

•

minimum gap tolerance between the best bound and the
objective function value of the best solution

Excel sheets
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Appendix D: Description of EIFER Case Study
D.1 Test Case
About
Test objective name

Seasonalstorage

Author / organization

Stephan Seidelt, Daniel Fehrenbach / EIFER

Short description

The test case is used to calculate the system costs of the Collectopia
Reference Energy Systems (RES) to find out if seasonal storage is
economically feasible considering CO2 savings.

Present use / development
status

V1.0

Scope and Goal
Test objective

☒ characterization
☐ validation
☐ verification
☐ optimization

Description incl. justification

This test case aims to find the cost-optimum technology mix for the
Collectopia RES and to find out if seasonal storage is economic
favourable. Therefore, a RES is set up with all technologies that are
potentially of interest, including seasonal storage of heat. Based on
this, the cost-minimal configuration can be determined.

System configuration

Collectopia RES (see deliverable D2-3, Appendix E)

Use case

UC14 – Optimal design of CHP and heat storage (see deliverable
D3.1, Appendix 5.13, page A-39)

Identification of Test Components
System Under Test

SmILES deliverable D4.3

The RES consists of energy production technologies, e.g., PV, HPs
and gas CHPs, imports and exports to external grids as well as the
aggregated electricity and heat demand depending on numbers and
types of buildings. For the Collectopia case, battery storage and
biogas production are excluded, and for the heat storage a hot water
tank is considered, see Figure D.1.
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Figure D.1: Schematic overview of Collectopia RES system configuration.

Object Under Investigation

capacity costs of the entire system technologies

Function Under Investigation

net total discounted system expenditures (to be minimized)
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Test Criteria
Objective Function / Target
Metrics

Discounted cumulated system costs (see deliverable D4.2, Appendix
D.2, page 42).

Acceptable test result

-

D.2 Test Specification
About
Title of Test

LMES_COLLECTOPIA_seasonalstorage

Author / Organization

Stephan Seidelt, Daniel Fehrenbach / EIFER

Reference to Test Case

Sesaonalstorage

Test Rationale

A Local multi energy system (LMES) can consist of many different
energy production technologies, such as gas-driven boilers and CHPs,
HPs, PV panels, DHN, electricity and heat storage facilities as well as
imports and exports of electricity from the grid. The electricity and
heat demands of the buildings located in a LMES have to be met at all
times, either by self-production or by imports from the external grid.
The overall costs of the LMES are the discounted net total of all
CAPEX, OPEX, fuel costs, electricity imports as well as revenues from
exports. In addition, CO2 emissions can be considered with the help
of a CO2 price. A least-cost planning approach determines the
configuration of the LMES with the lowest overall costs.

Test System and Test Design
Specific Test System

Test and Output Parameters

•

entire Collectopia RES

•

every technology is connected with its individual costs,
capacities and CO2 emissions

Test Parameters
Cost parameters, heat and electricity demands as well as CO2 grid
factor from France are used.
Outputs / Measured Parameters
•

overall system costs

•

capacities of the technologies

Note: Not all technologies options are chosen by the model for the
cost-minimal solution.
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Test Design

The test design follows the typical assumptions and guidelines for
an ETEM simulation. The variation of test parameters is determined
by the optimizer.

General Simulation Setup
Component Models

Conversion/storage process (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix C.3,
page 73)

Initial System State

-

Temporal Resolution

hourly

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals

The evolution of the system state is determined by the simulation
(i.e., system optimization over the full time range).

Source of Uncertainty

The test considers a timeline of 40 years, so uncertainty is implicit.
Uncertainties notably include the evolution of techno-economic,
demand and energy price parameters. These uncertainties are
considered through scenario analysis.

Stopping Criteria

-

Storage of Data

SmILES data format
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Appendix E: Description of KIT IAI Case Study
E.1 Test Case
About
Test objective name

KIT.TC1 FlexOffice Thermal MPC

Author / organization

Alexander Engelmann / KIT

Short description

This test case evaluates the performance improvement of the
thermal behaviour of FlexOffice in case of using Model Predictive
Control.

Present use / development
status

V2.1

Scope and Goal
Test objective

☒ characterization
☐ validation
☐ verification
☒ optimization

Description incl. justification

The purpose of this test case is to characterize the effect of a Model
Predictive Controller (MPC) on the thermal behaviour of the
FlexOffice SC. As the controller is based on optimal control,
optimization is used within the controlling process. In contrast to
e.g. sizing of components, an operational optimization is performed,
meaning that the optimal inputs to the system are computed. In
other words, the result of the optimization is an optimal input
sequence, not a specific parameter or location of a component.
The question arises, how the system performance improves when
using MPC. Therefore, KPIs and the objective function developed in
D4.2 are evaluated to assess the controller performance. As it is
hard to evaluate these values directly due to the absence of a
physical meaning, the closed loop performance between a base
case with no control, i.e. u=0, to the closed-loop trajectories when
using MPC with different stage costs is compared.

System configuration

FlexOffice (see deliverable D2-3, Appendix F)

Use case

UC11 – Minimize heating, cooling and electrical energy
consumption via Model Predictive Control (see deliverable D3.1,
Appendix 5.10, page A-31)
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Identification of Test Components
System Under Test

Figure E.1: FlexOffice building.

Figure E.2: Thermal schematic of FlexOffice.

The FlexOffice system configuration (see Figure E.1) contains several
thermal devices (see Figure E.2) such as radiators, a concrete core
activation system and a heat buffer. Furthermore, we have a heat
pump as conversion device from the electrical to the thermal
domain. All components belonging to the thermal domain are
tested simultaneously here.
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Object Under Investigation

The MPC for thermal building control.

Function Under Investigation

The function under investigation is the ability of the MPC to lower
the fluctuation in energy demand while keeping a certain level of
comfort.

Test Criteria
Objective Function / Target
Metrics

Deliverable D4.2 (Appendix E, page 48) defines the OF and KPIs that
are to be minimized. More specifically, that is the level of comfort
𝑡+𝑡̅

1 𝑑
2
‖𝑇 − 𝑇(𝑡)‖𝑅 𝑑𝑡 ,
̅
𝑡
𝑡
and the fluctuation in energy demand
𝑐(𝑡) = ∫

𝑡+𝑡̅

1
‖𝑝̅ (𝑡) − 𝑝(𝑡)‖2𝑄 𝑑𝑡 .
̅
𝑡
𝑡
In the objective function these KPIs are then considered via a
weighted sum as
𝐽(𝑡) = 𝛾𝑐 ⋅ 𝑐(𝑡) + 𝛾𝑣 ⋅ 𝑣(𝑡).
A similar stage cost is considered within the MPC scheme.
𝑣(𝑡) = ∫

Acceptable test result

-

E.2 Test Specification
About
Title of Test

KIT.TC1.TS1 FlexOffice Thermal MPC

Author / Organization

Alexander Engelmann / KIT

Reference to Test Case

KIT.TC1 FlexOffice Thermal MPC

Test Rationale

In this test aims at evaluating the capabilities of a MPC to optimize
the system behaviour with respect to the previously defines KPIs and
the OF. Specifically, this is lowering the fluctuation in the energy
demand and to keep the thermal comfort in the building within an
acceptable range. The simulation results are subject to a given set of
inputs/disturbances defined in this test specification.

Test System and Test Design
Specific Test System
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The system under test is the thermal domain of the FlexOffice
system configuration as shown in Figure E.2. The thermal behaviour
is described on a floor level with influences shown in Figure E.3.
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Figure E.3: External influences considered in one floor.

Test and Output Parameters

Test Parameters
As described in deliverable D4.1 (Appendix D, page 77), the thermal
building model has the form
𝑥̇ (𝑡) = 𝐴𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑢(𝑡) + 𝐸𝑧(𝑡), 𝑥(0) = 𝑥0 ,
where 𝑥0 are initial temperatures and the states
𝑥(𝑡) = [𝑇 𝑟 𝑇 𝑠 ⊤ 𝑇 𝑓
with

a

temperature

⊤
𝑘
𝑇𝑧𝑘 𝑇𝑤𝑘 𝑇𝑓𝑘 ] (𝑡)
[𝑇𝑐𝑐

⊤

vector

⊤ ⊤

𝑇 𝑔 ⊤ 𝑇 𝑏 ] (𝑡)
for

each

floor

𝑇 𝑘 (𝑡) =

with floors 𝑘 ∈ {𝑠, 𝑓, 𝑔} (second floor, first

𝑘
floor and ground floor), where 𝑇𝑐𝑐
(𝑡) is the temperature of the
𝑘
concrete-core, 𝑇𝑧 (𝑡) is the zone air temperature, 𝑇𝑤𝑘 (𝑡) is the wall
temperature and 𝑇𝑏𝑘 (𝑡) is the floor temperature of the 𝑘-th floor.
The basement temperature vector is defined as 𝑇 𝑏 (𝑡) =
⊤

[𝑇𝑧𝑏 𝑇𝑤𝑏 𝑇𝑓𝑏 ] (𝑡).
Furthermore, the inputs are
⊤

⊤

𝑢(𝑡) = [𝑞 𝑠 ⊤ 𝑞 𝑓 𝑞 𝑔 ⊤ ] (𝑡),
𝑘
where 𝑞 𝑘 (𝑡) = [𝑞𝑐𝑐
𝑞𝑟𝑘 ]⊤ (𝑡) are the inputs for each floor 𝑘 ∈
𝑘
{𝑠, 𝑓, 𝑔} with concrete-core influxes 𝑞𝑐𝑐
(𝑡) and radiator influxes

𝑞𝑟𝑘 (𝑡).
The disturbances are
⊤

𝑓
𝑔
𝑧(𝑡) = [𝑇𝑜 𝑇𝑔 𝑞𝑠𝑟 𝑞𝑠𝑤 𝑞𝑔𝑠 𝑞𝑔 𝑞𝑔 𝑞𝑔𝑏 ] (𝑡),

where 𝑇 𝑜 (𝑡) is the outdoor temperature, 𝑇𝑔 (𝑡) is the ground
temperature both in Kelvin, 𝑞𝑠𝑟 (𝑡) and 𝑞𝑠𝑤 (𝑡) are the solar
irradiation acting on the roof and the walls respectively, 𝑞𝑠𝑤 (𝑡),
𝑓

𝑔

𝑞𝑔𝑠 (𝑡), 𝑞𝑔 (𝑡), 𝑞𝑔 (𝑡) and 𝑞𝑔𝑏 (𝑡) are internal gains modelling heat
influxes from occupation and electrical devices.
The parameters (building dimensions, material parameters etc.) for
deriving the matrices 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐸, the machine-readable names and
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the units for inputs and states are provided as attachment to
deliverable D4.1 (data file KIT_Thermal-building_data.zip).
Outputs / Measured Parameters
The outputs of the models are the simulated wall, indoor and
concrete core temperatures, i.e. the states 𝑥(𝑡).
Test Design

The disturbance 𝑧(𝑡) for testing represent a typical week of
operation such that the test outcome reflects indoor and wall
temperatures of a typical winter week. They are shown in Figure E.4.
The inputs 𝑢(t) are kept constant here and can be found in D4.1.

Figure E.4: Disturbances and closed-loop trajectories with constant
input u.

The test is executed as follows: First one has to set up a model
representing the relation between room and wall temperatures.
Then, a simulation is started using the given disturbances and fixed
inputs described above with different or no controllers.
In a second step, the test criterion from the test case are evaluated
with the resulting closed-loop trajectories. A model refinement step
might be needed in order to match the required accuracy.
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General Simulation Setup
Component Models

thermal building model (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix D.1, page
77)

Initial System State

All temperatures are initialized with 21°C.

Temporal Resolution

The sampling time is 1h.

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals

Figure E.5 shows typical open-loop trajectories for the given
disturbances and fixed input from D4.1.

Figure E.5: Disturbances and closed-loop trajectories with constant input
u.

Figure E.6 shows typical closed-loop trajectories where a tracking
MPC scheme is used to compute optimal inputs. One can see that
the KPI of maximizing the comfort (i.e., keeping the indoor
Temperatures at 21°C) is satisfied to a very high degree. Small peaks
deviating from 21°C come from the absence of cooling capabilities
in winter time. A variety of MPC formulations, e.g., minimizing
fluctuation, are possible. The predefined KPIs and the objective
function values for the different controller formulations are
compared in a second step.

Figure E.6: Disturbances and closed-loop trajectories with tracking MPC
for 21 °C.
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Source of Uncertainty

There are uncertainties in the weather forecast and also in the
model parameters (material data).

Stopping Criteria

-

Storage of Data

MATLAB matrices/vectors which are converted into the SmiLES data
format.
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Appendix F: Description of KIT IPE Case Study
F.1 Test Case
About
Test objective name

KIT.TC2 FlexOffice/SmartFab Electrical Peak Shaving

Author / organization

Zhichao Wu, Alexander Engelmann / KIT

Short description

This test case is used to investigate sizing battery capacity for peak
shaving.

Present use / development
status

V3.1

Scope and Goal
Test objective

☐ characterization
☐ validation
☐ verification
☒ optimization

Description incl. justification

The goal of this test case is to optimize the capacity size of stationary
storage batteries for shaving the electrical peak demand from the
grid caused by controllable and uncontrollable loads attached. The
load considered within the system mainly includes the machines in
the SmartFab and the electrical consumers in the FlexOffice system
configuration. The peak shaving is constrained by the running
production machines and the comfortable level of the office
temperature. The room temperature in the office should be kept at a
comfortable level at the same time. An electrical heat pump is
switched on to keep the room warm when necessary. The battery is
charged with the excess energy generated from photovoltaics
connected in the system.
The peak energy used from the external grid is supposed to be
reduced by using the energy storage. However, both the regulatory
ability and economics cost of the battery increase with the battery
capacity size. The test objective is to find the optimum between the
peak shaving capability and the cost of installing and using the
battery.

System configuration

FlexOffice/SmartFab (see deliverable D2.3, Appendix F)
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Figure F.1: System Configuration SmartFab/FlexOffice

Use case

UC8 – Battery energy storage system for electrical peak shaving in
production scenarios (see deliverable D5.1)

Identification of Test Components
System Under Test

The FlexOffice/SmartFab system can be divided into a thermal
domain and an electrical domain. This test only deals with the
electrical part of the system, see Figure F.2.

Figure F.2: Schematic illustration of the System under Test considering
only the electrical components in the KIT system configuration.

Object Under Investigation

External electric grid
•

peak load power

•

power and energy imported and exported

Renewable generation
•

Photovoltaics power generation

SmartFab
•
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FlexOffice
•

temperature inside the office

•

electric load of heat pump

Battery

Function Under Investigation

•

battery capacity

•

state of charge of the battery

•

terminal current and voltage of the battery.

Electrical peak shaving for the system under test as shown in Figure
F.2.

Test Criteria
Objective Function / Target
Metrics

The objective function is to minimize the cost generated by the
electrical peaks consumed from the grid, the total electrical grid
energy used and the cost of the battery installation.
The object function can be written as:
𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (𝛼 ∙ 𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 + 𝛽 ∙ ∫ 𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝛾 ∙ 𝐶𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡 )
Where 𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the KPI that represents the maximum of the electric
power required from the grid, which is related to power tariff tier.
𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 is the electric load from the grid. Thus, the second item in the
equation represents the total amount of energy imported from the
grid. 𝐶𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡 is the battery capacity size. 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 are weighting
coefficients that transfer the calculated value to economic cost. The
weighting coefficients can be functions by their own, indicating e.g.
binary decisions. This is e.g. the case for the coefficient 𝛼 as the tariff
changes if the peak power exceeds different thresholds values.
Further details can be found in deliverable D

Acceptable test result

-

F.2 Test Specification
About
Title of Test

KIT.TC2.TS1 (Electrical Peak Shaving BESS Sizing)

Author / Organization

Zhichao Wu / KIT

Reference to Test Case

KIT.TC2 FlexOffice/SmartFab Electrical Peak Shaving

Test Rationale

The test aims at shaving electrical peaks in the FlexOffice/SmartFab
system. This means that the electrical peak power delivered by the
grid should be minimized.
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The grid and PV panels (renewable energy source) supply electricity
for the system. When excess power is available from PV, and the
battery is not full at this time, the surplus electricity is stored in the
battery. If there is still remaining power, the redundant electricity is
fed into the grid. The renewable energy is supposed to be utilized as
much as possible.
Typically, the electrical load includes the production machines in the
smart factory, the electric devices and the heat pump in the office.
The heat pump acts as power-to-heat component, which uses
electricity to heat up the room to keep the temperature in the office
comfortable when necessary.
This test should be run repetitively in order to find the optimal
battery capacity size that minimizes the object function. The
simulation is executed for one week in four different seasons to cover
the seasonal variation in temperature and solar irradiation.

Test System and Test Design
Specific Test System

An overview of the test system configuration is shown in Figure F.2.
The test system consists of:
•

Electric grid, which is considered as an external infinite
energy source and sink. We only concern the power imported
and exported and record it as simulation output.

•

Internal electricity supplier: PV.

•

Internal electricity consumers: factory and office (includes
heat pump and electricity user). The electric load from
factory, office consumers and electric heat pump are sum up
together with PV generation as residual load.

•

Batteries provide power bi-directionally, acting as sink and
source.
The controller uses electric demand, renewable generation power
and current battery state of charge to calculate the power set-point
for the battery. The control function is described in
KIT_ControlFunction_Electrical_Testcase (see deliverable D5.1).
Test and Output Parameters

Test Parameters
Time-series input:
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•

Solar radiation: Ee

•

Factory electrical load: P_load_prod

•

Office electrical load: P_load_office

•

Thermal disturbance: disturbanceZ

•

control signal of the electric heat pump: b_Ctrl-HP
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Solar radiation is given as measured irradiance flux density to
calculate the PV power generation.
Factory electric load is given as power flow vector, derived from the
machines in the smart factory.
Office electric load is the power consumption in the office building.
Thermal disturbance is the input data of the building model. The
disturbance includes external environment (outside temperature,
radiation on the building) and internal thermal gain (occupancy and
electric devices).
The input data of the electric heat pump is the binary signal b_CtrlHP, which is provided by the controller during the simulation. Thus,
the input signal b_Ctrl-HP is not given in the dataset.
All input data are time series described in the SmILES data format
(see deliverable D5.1).
Outputs / Measured Parameters
Electrical grid
•

Power imported from/exported to the grid

•

Total electricity energy required from the grid

•

Peak electrical power caused by the process

Battery
•
Test Design
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State of charge

The objective of the test system is to minimize the sum of the costs
generated by electrical peaks, electrical energy consumption from
the grid and the cost of the battery installation.
The test is executed as follows:
1. Set up models required for the simulation. The battery is using
an equivalent circuit model, estimating the state of charge with
coulomb counting method. The relationship between the state
of charge and the open-circuit-voltage of the battery is
simplified as lookup table (see deliverable D4.1, Appendix E.1,
page 85). The thermal characteristic of the office building is
modelled as state space equation (see deliverable D4.1,
Appendix D.1, page 77).
2. Run the simulation with calculated PV generation and
electrical load data. The controller gets the input power
demand from factory and office, and the supply from PV. The
charging and discharging of the battery is controlled based on
the load and state of the battery to keep the battery under
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proper working condition and calculate the power required
from the external grid.
3. Each run of the simulation represents a week in a different
season. Four weeks are selected to cover the seasonal
variation in temperature and solar irradiation.
4. Vary the battery size from 0 to the upper limit and repeat step
2 & step 3. The upper battery size is limited by the maximum
daily renewable generation. The optimal battery capacity can
be derived from the minimum costs calculated by means of the
objective function.

General Simulation Setup
Component Models

The component models required to evaluate the test case according
to the test specification can be found in deliverable D5.1.

Initial System State

Temporal Resolution

•

Battery

•

PV

•

Factory: Electrical consumers

•

Office: Electrical Consumption

•

Controller

•

Heat Pump

•

Batteries are empty (SOC=0)

•

All initial temperatures in the building are 21°C.

The time resolution of some components are 5 seconds, whereas of
the others are 10 seconds. Therefore, the fixed time step of the
simulation is 10 second. All input data need to be decimated to 10
seconds resolution.
The control signal for the electric heat pump is provided on an
hourly base.

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals

Every 10 seconds, the battery controller receives current electric
load from the electricity consumers and the state of battery to
determine the battery power.

Source of Uncertainty

-

Stopping Criteria

Invalid battery state of charge calculation.

Storage of Data

All the data will be converted into the SmiLES data format.
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Appendix G: Description of VITO-EnergyVille Case Study
G.1 Test Case
About
Test objective name

Modelling of renewable electricity self-consumption within the
residential sector

Author / organization

Frank Meinke-Hubeny / VITO-EnergyVille

Short description

This test case is used to characterize the functioning of selfconsumption of renewable electricity within the residential sector,
either in form of electricity or by conversion to heat. Compared to the
BAU approach within the TIMES Belgium model, new energy
commodities are introduced to represent flows ‘behind the meter’,
meaning without entering the low-voltage grid.

Present use / development
status

V1.1

Scope and Goal
Test objective

☒ characterization
☐ validation
☐ verification
☐ optimization

Description incl. justification

The TIMES Belgium model is a technology rich, bottom up model
representing all sectors of the energy system in Belgium. By
separating the residential sector and introducing new commodity
flows it is possible to test under what conditions (e.g. demand
profiles, market prices) the self-consumption of locally generated
electricity is economically viable. Also, it allows to assess the
impacts of enhanced local self-consumption on centralized
production needs and overall energy system costs.

System configuration

Limited residential sector model, based on the techno-economic
parameters and demand profiles of the residential sector in the
TIMES Belgium model (see deliverable D2-3, Appendix G). Demand
profiles have been disaggregated to allow for a better
representation of different types of end-use demands.

Use case

UC18 – National scale case (see deliverable D3.1, Appendix 5.17,
page A-47)
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Self-consumption of locally generated electricity via energy
exchanges behind the meter serves to enhance the uptake of
variable renewable resources and reduce energy system costs.

Identification of Test Components
System Under Test

The entire set of technologies satisfying the energy (heat and
electricity) demands in the residential sector. In comparison to the
status quo in the TIMES BE model (Figure G.1) the following changes
are implemented in the partial residential sector model (Figure G.2):
•

direct electrify flow from the PV installation to the installed
demand and storage technologies (ELCPV to ELCRES);

•

electrical storage technologies connected to the electricity
system in the house (and no longer to the PV technology
system);

•

thermal storage technology directly connected to the natural
gas-based technologies (e.g. boilers as in the status quo) and
electricity-based technologies (e.g. heat or ground heat
pumps).

Figure G.1: Schematic representation of the residential sector modelling in TIMES BE.
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Figure G.2: Schematic representation of the residential sector modelling in Test Case set-up (changes
highlighted in red).

Object Under Investigation

Function Under Investigation

The main components to be characterized are (all energy flows in
PJ):
•

Transformer for electricity flow from PV to ELCRES, without
flow through the low voltage grid (ELCLOW)

•

Utilisation of electrical storage technology (Elc Storage):
inflow of ELCRES in one time slice and outflow in subsequent
time slice(s)

•

Utilisation of Thermal Storage: inflow of electricity or thermal
power in one time slice and outflow of thermal energy in
subsequent time slice(s)

Relevant system behaviours to be characterized are (typically in
total quantity and also in pattern (profile), all energy flows in PJ):
•

Electricity flow from ELCLOW to ELCRES

•

Electricity flow from ELCPV to ELCRES

•

Electricity in- and outflow for technology ‘Elc Storage’

•

Electricity flow in technology ‘Thermal Storage’

•

Thermal energy outflow technology ‘Thermal Storage’

On the system level we characterize:
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•

The uptake of renewable energy technologies in the energy
system

•

Total energy system costs
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Test Criteria
Objective Function / Target
Metrics

Linear optimization, least cost objective over the modelling horizon,
based on central scenario assumptions (see test specification for
details).

Acceptable test result

-

G.2 Test Specification
About
Title of Test

Renewable_electricity_self-consumption_REF

Author / Organization

Frank Meinke-Hubeny, Pieter Valkering / VITO-EnergyVille

Reference to Test Case

Modelling of renewable electricity self-consumption within the
residential sector

Test Rationale

We test the uptake of renewable electricity self-consumption under
a reference scenario

Test System and Test Design
Specific Test System

The test specification pertains to the system configuration of the
partial residential model as described in the TC.

Test and Output Parameters

Test Parameters
General input parameters are documented in: Meinke-Hubeny, F.;
de Oliveira, L.; Duerinck, J. Energy transition in Belgium: Choices and
costs; EnergyVille, 2017.
The most significant test parameters are:
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Name

Unit

Type

Demand profile
HEAT

PJ

time-series input

Demand profile
COOKING

PJ

time-series input

Demand profile
HOT WATER

PJ

time-series input

Demand profile
LIGHTING & MULTI

PJ

time-series input

PV Generation

fraction/hour of annual
generation (profile);
efficiency (%),
CAPEX (€), OPEX (€),
Lifetime (years)

Hourly generation
profile, technoeconomic parameters
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Elc Storage costs

efficiency (%),
CAPEX (€), OPEX (€),
Lifetime (years)

Techno-economic
parameters

Thermal Storage
costs

efficiency (%),
CAPEX (€), OPEX (€),
Lifetime (years)

Techno-economic
parameters

Methods for data synthesis are described in D3.4.
Outputs / Measured Parameters

Test Design

•

Electricity storage uptake (inflow and outflow)

•

Thermal storage uptake (inflow and outflow)

•

Self-consumption and impact of elc consumption from the
low voltage grid (flow from ELCLOW to ELCRES)

The test design follows the typical assumptions and guidelines for a
TIMES simulation. The variation of test parameters is determined by
the optimizer.

General Simulation Setup
Component Models

-

Initial System State

The initial system state is documented in: Meinke-Hubeny, F.; de
Oliveira, L.; Duerinck, J. Energy transition in Belgium: Choices and
costs; EnergyVille, 2017.

Temporal Resolution

12 2-hourly consecutive time periods representing one day, with a
total of 10 non-consecutive days representing a year, totalling 120
time slices.

Evolution of System State
and Test Signals

The evolution of the system state is determined by the simulation
(i.e., system optimization over the full time range).

Source of Uncertainty

Various uncertainties apply. These are treated by developing
different scenarios as described in related test specifications.

Stopping Criteria

-

Storage of Data

Model results are exported by the software interface (TIMES Veda)
and stored in database format. This format can be viewed by the socalled Veda-Back End or by other data base software.
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